A major challenge encountered in digital holography applications is the need to synthesize computer-generated holograms (CGHs) that are realizable as phase-only elements while also delivering high quality reconstruction. This trade-off is particularly acute in high-precision applications such as photolithography where contrast typically must exceed 0.6. A seeded-phase point method is proposed to address this challenge, whereby patterns composed of fine lines that intersect and form closed shapes are reconstructed with high contrast while maintaining a phase-only CGH. The method achieves superior contrast to that obtained by uniform or random seeded-phase methods while maintaining computational efficiency for large area exposures. It is also shown that binary phase modulation achieves similar contrast performance with benefits for the fabrication of simpler diffractive optical elements.
INTRODUCTION
Computer-generated holograms (CGHs) are finding use in many applications where conventional imaging systems are not able to provide the required performance. Examples include optical data storage, beam shaping of high power laser beams, three-dimensional optical tweezers for microscopy, displays, and photolithography. Each of these exploits one or more capabilities offered by CGH imaging. The ability to modulate the phase of incident illumination enables efficient reconstruction of both planar and nonplanar features.
A major challenge in the deployment of digital holography is the need to quantize the CGH distribution into a discrete set of amplitude and/or phase values, driven by the fact that complex modulation is not practical using currently available photomasks and spatial light modulator (SLM) devices. This modification introduces noise into the reconstructed image and hence results in poor image contrast.
For some applications the error incurred is tolerable and thus further refinement of the CGH is unnecessary. An example is the case of displays, where characteristics of the human visual system may be exploited in order to reduce error requirements and hence increase computational efficiency [1] . However, precision imaging applications such as photolithography demand that refinements be made. An example of this is the introduction of time averaging of multiple exposures using an SLM device in order to reduce noise in the reconstruction [2] . Other methods based on the Fresnel cylindrical lens (FCL) or Fresnel zone plate (FZP) achieve good performance under certain conditions.
Iterative solutions have been used in instances where the CGH must be restricted to a phase-only distribution. This is often implemented as the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [3] , involving successive reduction of errors appearing within the reconstruction when imposing the phase-only restriction in the CGH. There are examples of high-quality reconstructions being achieved by error reduction methods based on iterative Fourier transform methods (IFTMs) [4] including generation of nonplanar patterns [5] . While many refinement methods exist [6] , limitations remain concerning the handling of "Manhattan" geometry patterns composed of lines that intersect and abut one another. With "thin" features comparable to the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the point-spread function of the optical system, a special case exists where iterative algorithms can, when properly seeded and accurately sampled, begin to normalize out features such as the severe spikes found at line terminations and intersections [7] . These features are normally present in analytical approximations to thin patterns and can be devastating where consistent high-contrast patterns are required, such as in the application of photolithography, resulting in complex mask requirements to minimize such variations.
In this paper, a point method is proposed wherein the CGH is composed of multiple superimposed FZP diffraction patterns without iterative refinement. Instead, the CGH is calculated in a single step and is immediately reduced to a phase-only format. A novel phase-seeded method is defined with the aim of rendering the CGH more amenable to the phase restriction step. The approach also seeks to address the problem of reproducing patterns composed of intersecting and multisegment lines, which are commonly encountered in microlithography. This is achieved by preseeding the phase of each point source within the object according to a distribution function, followed by direct generation of the CGH.
To devise a point-oriented method suitable for the purpose of photolithography, two modifications are applied. First, a predetermined phase function is applied to the point-oriented object (without further refinement) in order to improve contrast. Second, continuity of line patterns is secured by ensuring that the point-oriented object is sampled at an interpoint spacing below that of the FWHM of the PSF of the CGH. By reducing the side effects incurred by discarding amplitude information, the resulting CGH reconstruction is shown to display significant improvements in image contrast. It is also proposed that the same analytical phase modification may be applied to a variety of pattern geometries, therefore creating an efficient CGH generation algorithm without the need for calculating multiple seed-phase functions.
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 considers existing methods and identifies their limitations. Section 3 develops the point CGH and seeded-phase methods. Section 4 goes on to develop a method for analyzing the seeded-phase method according to a contrast metric, then presents example results generated by the method including a comparison with IFTM-generated reconstructions. Section 5 presents experimental confirmation of the approach. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
EXISTING METHODS
FCL methods have been used to reconstruct lines with high positional accuracy for visual display [8] and high-contrast photolithography [9] . A parameterized approach is taken whereby each line segment is assigned a CGH derived from the FCL function:
where z is the reconstruction distance and k is the wave number. Each CGH is further truncated to a rectangle of dimensions L u , L v by the rect function. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the typical line pattern reconstructed by the FCL method. Although singular line patterns can be successfully reconstructed, intersecting and abutted features, such as those illustrated in Fig. 2 , are severely degraded even when the full complex CGH is retained. An example of this is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the complex CGH reproduces poor line quality. Further degradation occurs if the CGH amplitude is also discarded.
Modifications have been proposed to improve line quality by including Fresnel diffraction function (FDF) terms into the parameterized line FCL equation [10] :
where F u is the FDF: 
with the limits of integration given by
The FCL-FDF method brings significant improvements in line quality, but requires complex modulation for both single and multiple line patterns. Furthermore, intersections are still problematic in that strong peaks are present at the point of intersection, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . This is undesirable in photolithography because significant energy is contained within the peak, reducing the intensity in other regions of the line. Contrast is therefore reduced, with the result that exposure conditions become difficult to control. As with the FCP method, further degradation occurs when discarding the CGH amplitude. The parameterized FCL-FDF approach is therefore of limited scope when phase-only CGHs are sought.
SEEDED-PHASE METHOD
Our approach is based on a modified point CGH method incorporating a preseeded object phase [11] . The point method has previously been demonstrated to generate patterns in twoand three-dimensional space [12] .
A. Point Model
The basic point model adopted assumes that the object is composed of a distribution of point sources, each accounted for in the CGH by their respective offset FZP diffraction pattern:
FZPu; v:x n ; y m exp jk 2z u − x n 2 v − y m 2 circx n ; y m ; r; (5) where x n , y m are the offset locations of each point in the object plane, typically stored in vector form as a collection of discrete values. The circ function limits the extent of each FZP contribution to a circle of radius r according to circx n ; y m ; r
The complete CGH results from the summation of all individual FZP contributions:
FZPu; v:x n ; y m :
For sparse line patterns spanning large exposure areas, this approach can become extremely efficient in comparison to Fourier methods since n; m relate to the number of object points rather than the field extent. Thus the computational burden of FZP methods is dictated by the degree of sparsity in the point representation of the object. Point methods also allow direct modification of the relative phase of each point source, a technique referred to here as phase seeding. Referring to Fig. 5 , the specified input pattern is described as some real-valued function Ox; y contained within the reconstruction plane and in which lines are restricted to a single point width. From this, a discrete collection of point locations is generated and stored in matrix T :
Ox; yδx − nΔx; y − mΔy:
Parameters n; m are the array indices of t, δ is the twodimensional Dirac function, N and M are the number of samples in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and Δx; Δy are the horizontal and vertical object point spacing, respectively. Alternatively, T n;m may be specified directly from an existing discrete point distribution. A complex object point representation Q n;m is then generated by assigning phase values stored in matrix ψ n;m : Q n;m T n;m expjψ n;m :
The complete CGH is finally built up from the summation of all point contributions:
where A is a normalization factor given by A Σ N n1 Σ M m1 jT n;m j, and the CGH is once more limited in extent by a rect function. Note that the FZP function is typically Research Article discretized according to the required sampling conditions in the CGH, in which case Eq. (10) yields the discrete CGH.
B. Seeded-Phase Function
Direct manipulation of the quantized CGH (and therefore its phase-quantized performance) is possible by careful assignment of the object phase distribution ψ n;m . One strategy is to randomize the object phase distribution in order to average the strongest interference peaks and troughs. However, this approach still does not yield adequate imaging quality for the purposes of precision applications such as photolithography. Observations made in [13] showed that, under different conditions, a class of analytical object phase functions could be used to reduce noise present in the optical reconstruction. More recently, strategies have included the use of interpolated pseudo-random phase distributions [14] and CGH composed of multiple offset point-oriented patterns [15] . Self-transforming functions, i.e., those functions whose Fourier transform takes a similar form, were observed to alleviate interference effects produced by quantized Fourier holograms [13] . An alternative function is chosen here that takes the form of a scaled FZP:
where the constant α modifies the radial positions of the associated phase fringes. The equivalent sampled phase distribution ψ n;m is generated by sampling in the same manner as is done for Eq. (8) . Examples of the effect of choosing different α are illustrated in Fig. 6 , where a smoothing of the CGH amplitude is observed for the object illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . In summary, the following seed-phase methods are compared:
(1) when ψ n;m is assigned the distribution of Eq. (11), varying α between the integer range 1…7;
(2) when ψ n;m is assigned the uniform value of zero; (3) when ψ n;m is assigned a random phase distribution φx; y randf0; 1g · 2π, where randf0; 1g generates uniform random numbers over the interval 0…1; and (4) when ψ n;m is assigned an interpolated random phase distribution created by inserting p interpolated values between an initial random sequence. The initial random sequence should be p times smaller than the final pseudo-random sequence. For p 1 the original pseudo random sequence remains and for p > 1 a progressively smoother phase distribution is generated.
Examples of each seeded-phase method are illustrated in Fig. 7 .
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Since patterns composed of single isolated lines may be dealt with by the FCL method, we concentrate here on patterns composed of intersecting and abutted features of the types illustrated in Fig. 2 . For the pattern shown in Fig. 2(a) , reconstructed patterns are calculated by simulation for each seeded-phase method. Key parameters used in simulations are summarized in Table 1 . For each point method, the CGH was calculated using Eq. (10) evaluated over a grid of 850 × 850 pixels and the subsequent reconstructed intensity field by a fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagation [16] sampled at 1 μm to ensure high accuracy. Each complete line pattern is composed of 255 discrete points and, in order to generate smooth reconstructed features, the object point spacing is set to be less than the CGH sample spacing.
The influence of different seeded-phase methods is illustrated in Fig. 8 , where various reconstructions are compared for the same input pattern. The simulation results for each method are summarized in the form of 2D intensity patterns and cross-sectional intensity plots. The uniform phase method displays severe degradation similar to the FCL-FDF method in that significant peaks exist within the line profile. The uniform random phase result exhibits clearly defined boundaries demarcating the line pattern, but substantial noise remains within the line profile. For the pseudo-random phase method various values for p were evaluated, and the best result was obtained for p 2. A small improvement in noise floor is seen; however, the latitude for exposure adjustment is extremely narrow. For the analytical case (α 4), a smoothing of the CGH amplitude occurs and hence the CGH yields to phase-only conversion.
The analytical approach was explored further by reevaluating the procedure for various α. The results are displayed in Fig. 9 , where, for variety, a different pattern has been defined. It is seen that performance degrades for α < 4, and, hence, an optimal value appears to exist for the optical parameters used.
The method is not restricted to single intersections; an example of a square outline geometry is illustrated in Fig. 10 , where significant improvements are again brought by applying the seeded-phase method.
A. Contrast Analysis
To further assess the usefulness of the seeded-phase method, a contrast metric is proposed for strict evaluation [17] : 
where I max is the maximum intensity occurring with the background region (i.e., lying outside of the region of the pattern) and I min is the minimum intensity occurring within the region of the pattern. With reference to Fig. 11 , evaluation is further refined by dividing the cross-sectional intensity profile into three regions comprising background, transition, and midsection zones. Contrast is not evaluated within the transition zones since they contain the sharply rising sidewall peaks that demarcate the end points of each line-a feature that is considered desirable in photolithography. These typically reach a peak overshoot intensity greater than the midsection zone and hence could bias the contrast measurement.
To determine the design sensitivity of the seeded-phase parameters, contrast is evaluated for various patterns, each produced using various values of α. The results are summarized in Fig. 12 , where sets of contrast results are displayed for each pattern. In all cases the excluded transition zones each comprise 5% of the total line profile, and, hence, I min is evaluated over 90% of the complete line profile. It can be seen that, using the phase function of Eq. (11), the highest contrast figure is attained for α 4. For these cases contrast far exceeds the typical criteria of C > 0.6 for photolithography [17] . In general, useful contrast is seen for 2 ≤ α ≤ 6.
Comparative results were also evaluated for the case where the CGH is restricted to binary phase values and included in Fig. 12 . A remarkably similar behavior is observed, most likely attributed to the use of patterns composed of thin lines. An additional comparison is made by including the pseudo-random phase method where p is varied between the same range as that for α. In this case, limited improvements are observed; however, contrast is in general below that required for photolithography purposes. The results suggest that binary phase CGHs compare favorably with their multiphase level counterparts, and that, although diffraction efficiency is reduced for binary phase modulation, the fabrication of CGH in the form of diffractive optical elements is simplified considerably.
B. Comparison with Iterative Method
Comparison IFTM results were generated by sampling each target pattern at 1 μm in order to produce the same reconstruction resolution as with the point method (see Table 1 ). An efficient angular spectrum (AS) propagation algorithm was used as described in [5] but applied here to the two-dimensional case under consideration. The use of FFTs requires that sampling of the CGH be equivalent to that of the object (i.e., 1 μm in this case) and additional paddingof the CGH in order to avoid aliasing of the transfer function. This represents a significant computational memory increase in comparison to the point method, which generates the CGH at sample pitch of 8 μm by direct evaluation of Eq. (10). 
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The resulting IFTM profiles and contrast results are presented in Fig. 13 , for which contrast was evaluated on an identical basis as for the point method (Fig. 12) . The IFTM was terminated after 10 iterations, beyond which any further increase of contrast was observed to be minimal. Due to the fine-pitch sampling of the target pattern, high contrast is observed for continuous phase CGHs, exceeding 0.94 in all cases. However, an appreciable reduction in contrast is seen when further restricting the CGH to binary phase form, and troublesome peaks manifest at the points of line intersection. Although further optimization of the IFTM may be possible, the point method is comparatively robust to binarization of CGH phase. Regarding practical computation considerations, three observations may be made: first, the point method operates on a sparse object pattern representation rather than a regularly sampled field. Second, the object and CGH field parameters (sample Fig. 13 . Comparative results generated using the IFTM method, where contrast C for each case is indicated within the respective plot. Column (a): object patterns (as per Fig. 12 ). Column (b): cross-sectional plots of the reconstructed intensity profile using a continuous phase CGH. Column (c): cross-sectional plots of the reconstructed intensity profile using binary phase CGH. IFTM results were generated using 10 iterations.
pitch and size) become decoupled. Finally, the CGH is generated directly, and no iteration is required.
C. Sensitivity Analysis
Returning to the point method, the results presented in Fig. 12 demonstrate that contrast remains well behaved for a range of pattern geometries. In particular, the optimal condition α 4 holds for generalized intersections involving two lines. To further determine the stability of this result, a detailed study of contrast versus pattern geometry was conducted. Referring to Fig. 14 , a series pattern was generated, each composed of two orthogonal lines intersecting at all locations coinciding with a 128 × 128 grid. Setting α 4 in each case (other parameters set per Table 1 ), a high degree of uniformity is observed, as summarized in Table 2 , with the condition C > 0.6 holding in all cases. The contrast values attained are also plotted in Fig. 14.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We demonstrate the resulting image quality achieved by experimental photolithography exposure. Photolithography is extremely sensitive to pattern defects and demands high contrast. It is, therefore, a good means of evaluating the success of the method. Reconstructed patterns were generated using a reflective phase-only SLM (Holoeye Pluto, 850 × 850 active array of pitch 8 μm) and a diode laser operating at 405 nm. Further details of the holographic photolithography apparatus can be found in [18] . Figure 15 shows four examples of patterns generated using the various seeded-phase methods considered in Section 3 captured by digital camera sensor. Each example exhibits similar features, as previously observed in Fig. 8 . The seeded-phase method was then tested within an experimental holographic photolithography system. A phase CGH was again generated as a 256-level phase-only CGH seeded with an analytical phase function (α 4) and displayed via SLM. Figures 16(a) and 16(b) illustrate the intensity observed at the imaging plane. Positive-acting photoresist was then exposed and developed, followed by a metal lift-off process used to convert the resulting pattern into gold tracks, as shown in Figs. 16(c) and 16(d) . Reduction in overall line width near the intersection point can be seen; however, the tracks are continuous and there are no spurious features, thus confirming the high-contrast reproduction.
CONCLUSIONS
The point-oriented approach offers the attractive proposition of realizing "Manhattan" line patterns with intersections over large-area substrates. The computational burden is primarily dependent upon the pattern complexity rather than field size. However, the resulting CGH does not yield easily to continuous or binary phase conversion and further modification is required to recover acceptable image quality that is traditionally tackled using iterative techniques. Direct modifications of the phase of the point-oriented object distribution provide an alternative means of realizing a robust CGH via the phase-seeded method. A modified quadratic object phase function is proposed that exceeds the necessary contrast (C > 0.6). Within the confines of the pattern geometries considered, this phase function may be precomputed in advance. The method has been shown to be applicable for a wide range of linear line patterns that traverse the annular rings of the seeded-phase function, though nonlinear shapes, such as annular rings, benefit to a lesser extent. The resulting reconstructions exhibit very high contrast, including the case of CGHs restricted to binary phase, and therefore offer practical exposure latitude for photolithography via a SLM or diffractive optical element. Comparisons to the IFTM-generated results indicated that comparable contrast performance is attainable for the case of a continuous phase CGH, while lower contrast was seen for the case of a binary phase CGH.
Efforts are now directed toward applying the point method to nonplanar patterns, where the object point ensemble is no longer confined to a single plane, and where the computational burden remains comparable to the planar case.
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